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Abstract. The mathematical concept of the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s field equations in
the expanding Friedmann universe is formulated. The geodesic equations of motion of planets
and light are derived and compared.
The current paradigm of the IAU 2000 resolutions assumes that the background spacetime is
flat with the Minkowski metric tensor ηαβ . A more adequate model is the Friedmann spacetime
with the metric g¯αβ = a
2(η)ηαβ , where a(η) is the scale factor describing the Hubble expansion.
The coordinate chart is xα = (cη, xi), where the conformal (non-physical) time η relates to the
cosmic (physical) time t by differential equation a(η)dη = dt. Time t is the proper time measured
by the Hubble observers. We assume that η = 0 corresponds to the present epoch.
The solar system is a localized astronomical system which gravitational field exceeds the
strength of the gravitational field of the universe by many orders of magnitude. It makes sense
to introduce the local coordinates, rα = (cλ, ri), that are obtained from the global coordinates,
xα, by a special conformal transformation, rα = (xα − bαx2)/σ(x), where bα is a constant
vector, σ(x) = 1 − 2bµx
µ + b2(xνx
ν), and x2 ≡ ηµνxµx
ν , b2 ≡ ηµνbµb
ν [1]. The vector bα is
chosen so that, a2(η)ηαβdx
αdxβ = ηαβdr
αdrβ, is a valid equation up to the second order in the
Hubble constant, H = a′/a (a prime denotes a time derivative w.r.t. η). Transformation to the
local metric is achieved with bα = −(1/2c)Hu¯α, where u¯α is four-velocity of the Hubble flow.
Approximating a(η) = 1 +Hη yields, λ = a(η)[η − (1/2)H(c2η2 − x2)], and r = a(η)x.
We have to relate the local time λ to the fundamental cosmological time t. In the linearized
approximation η = t−(1/2)Ht2, where H = H/a is referred to time t. For particle being at rest,
the conformal transformation of time yields λ = t + const. The same relationship is hold for
slowly moving particles but light moves along null geodesics, c2η2−x2 = 0. The conformal time
transformation yields the relation of parameter λ of the light geodesics with the cosmic time,
λ = t + (1/2)Ht2. It means that in the Newtonian-limit the metric for slowly-moving particles
is ηαβ but the optical metric for light is, gˆαβ = ηαβ + (1 − a
2)u¯αu¯β, and explicitly depends on
the scale factor, a = a(t). This is interpreted as a non-dispersive index of refraction, n = 1/a(t),
that makes the coordinate speed of light, cl = c/n = a(t)c, growing as time goes from past to
future, and decreases otherwise.
The equations of motion of particles and light are reduced to their Newtonian form for both
metrics. However, equations for particles and for light differ by terms of the first order in the
Hubble constant [2]. This leads to the important conclusion that the equations of motion for
propagation of light used currently by Space Navigation Centers for calculating ephemerides
of planets and spacecrafts, are missing some terms of cosmological origin. The correct light-
propagation equation is, λ2 − λ1 = (1/c)|r2 − r1|, where λ = t + (1/2)Ht
2. Inclusion of the
quadratic-in-time terms to the data processing of Doppler tracking eliminates the, so-called,
Pioneer anomaly [3] which may really have a cosmological origin.
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